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“ SUMMfqY
Normal-acceleration and airspeed data tsken on several trsnsport
airplsnes of a four-engine type during postwsr commercial operations on
trsns-Pacific and Caribbean - South American routes of the ssme airline
are snslyzed. The results indicate that the acceleration increment
corresponding to the limit-gust-load-factorincrement may be exceeded,
on the average, twice h about 5.6 x 106 flight miles for the Caribbeap -
South Americsn operations and twice in about 2 X 109 flight miles for the
trsns-Pacific operations. The lsrger accelerations for the Caribbean -
South American operations appesr to result about equally from the lower
operating weight, more severe gusts encountered, and higher airspeeds in
rough air. The possibility of a tr~nd tuwsrd a more severe flight load
and gust history for postwsr commercial transport airplanes, as indicated
by previous work, is not substantiated by the present results. The never-
exceed speed used by the airline, 250
the average, once in about 105 flight
American operations end once in abuut
Pacific operations.
miles per hour, may be exceeded, on
miles for the Csribbean - South
106 flight miles for the trans-
.
Data on imposed flight loads, operating speeds, end gusts experi-
enced by commercial transport airplanes that were operated during the
prewsr period have formed the basis for gust load design requirements.
With the introduction of new airplane types during the postwar period and
changes observed in operating ptictices, appreciable doubt existed that
postwar flight histories could effectively be predicted on the basis of
prewar data. A program was initiated, therefore, to obtain statistical
dat~ from which imposed flight loads, operating speeds, and gust history
of postwar commercial transport airplanes could be -deduced.
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The results of an analysis of the first postwsr ssmple of normal
acceleratim end airspeed data obtained l%om the V-G program have been
reported in reference 1. To the extent that the results of that analysis
could be tsken as being representative of postwar opa?ations, a trend was
r indicated towsrd more severe imposed flight loads and gust encounters for
postwsr commercial tr~sport &planes.
As a further step towsrd determiningg the level’of imposed flight
loads and @lst history Of pOStWSr C~ cial trensport airplanes, other
normal accel=ation and airspeed data teken on another airplane type
during operations on trans-Pacific and Csribbeen - South American routes
of a different airMne from the data of reference 1 have been snal.yzed
end the results presented herein.
r
SYMBOLS
gust-alleviation factor
effective gust velocity, feet per second b!
design maximum level-flight speed, miles per hour
(ihdicated) -
maximum indicated airspeed on V-G record, miles
per hour #
indicated airspeed at which meximum positive or
negative acceleration increment occurs on
V-G record, miles per hour
probable airspeed at which maximum recorded accele-
ration increment can be expected to occur, miles
per hour (indicated)
mexhnum positive or negative acceleration increment ,
on V-G record, g units
.
average values of distributions of VU, Vo,
and q, respectively
stsndard deviations of distributions of Vmu, V.~
and ~, respectively
coefficients of skewness of distributions of VU;
vO, ~ -, respectively
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‘37.5K
average flight time per record, hours
probability that maximum indicated sirspeed for a
record will equal.or exceed a given value
probability that maximum positive or negative
acceleration increment for a record will equal
or exceed a given value
acceleration increment corresponding to limit-gust-
load-factor increment
acceleration increment due to 37. z feet per second
gust at Vp
APPAIUTUS b SCOF!EOF DATA
The data were obtained by means of the NACA V-G recorder which
scribes on a smoked record plate au envelope of the simultaneousvelues
of airspeed aud acceleration (reference 2). The V-G records were taken
on several airplsnes of a four-engine type during postwsr commercia+
trsnsport operations on two divisions of one airline.
.
The a@lsnes were operated from San F&ancisco to Australia end the
Orient on one route and from Mismi over the Caribbean region and into
South America on the other route. Information supplied by the airline
indicated that, for the traus-Pacific operations, the average operating
weight was 59,500 pounds and the average operating altitude was 8,000
to 10,000 feet. For the Csribbesn - South Americen operations the aver-
age operating weight was 55,000 pounds and the average time per flight
(overhead to overhead) was three hours. Information on the average time
per flight for the traus-Pacific operations and the av=age operating
altitude for the Caribbeem - South American operations was not supplied
by the airline.
Table I gives a breekdown by route and airplane of the records
available for snslysis aud the records used in the snalysis. As shown
in the table, 84 records representing 19,740 flight hours on the trans-
pacific route end 34 records representing 8,656 flight hours on the
Caribbean - South American route were available for aualysis. Since the
method of analysis requires a reasonably constant nuuiberof flight hours
per record for a given sample (reference 3), 14 records from the trans-
pacific data end 7 records from the Csribbean - South American data were
not included in the analysis because the number of flight hours did not
fall within the recommended renge. Also, one record from the trsns-Pacific
.—. . . . .. -—. -—. . . - -
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data with a maximm’ recorded indicated airspeed of 276 miles per hour 1
was excluded since, according to information furnished by the airline,
this-high slrspeed probably was recorded on a test’flight. Consequently,
the analysis utilized @ records representing 15,951 flight hours of
trans-Pacific operations and 27 records representing 6,677 flight hours
of Caribbean - South American operations. For these records, the range
of flight hours per record was 180 to 311 for the trsns-Pacific data
end 218 to 300 for the Caribbean - Suuth American data. The records
analyzed cavered the pa?iod frbm August 1947 to April 1949 for the trans-
pacific route end from November 1947 to May 1949 for the Caribbean -
South American ruute.
The characteristics of the airplanes which were used in the analysis
are given in the-following table:
.Maxmmmtske-off wei@t, pounds . ..... . . . . . . . . . .
Wingarea, sgpsrefe40. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wing spsn, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Meanaerodynsmic chord, feet . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Slope of lift curve, p= radian (~alue used in design) . .
Aspect ratio . . . . ..o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gust alleviation factor, K (&a reference 4) . . . .~. . .
Limit @at load factor, g units (computed) . . . . . . . .
Design maximum level-flight speed at sea leve~,
miles per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
Maximum level-flight speed, miles per hour . . . . . . . .
Never-exceed speed, miles per hour . ,. . . . . . . . . . .
.** 70,700
.,. . 1461
. . . 1.17.5
. . . . 13.6
. . . 4;6g
l .*..
l .* 1.188 (i
. . . . 2.50
250 t
“26g”t;250a
250 to 3ooa
%ximum permissible sirspeed within these ranges depends upon weight
condition of the airplane.
The slope of the lift curve was obt~ed from the manufacturer’s design
data &d the maximum take-off gross weight, from the operator. The
Mmit-@st -load factor of 2.50g was computed with the gist-load-factor
formula of reference 4 end is based on a gross weight of ‘p,700 pounds
and on an effective gust velocity Ue of 30K feet per second at the
design maximum speed in level flight VL of 250 miles per hour. Recent
unpublished gust-tunnel data have indicated the value of K for the
present airplane as determined from reference 4 to be in good agreement
with the value obtained experimentally for a scale model of the airplane.
.
The maximum speed in level flight varies from 209to 250miles per
hour end the never-exceed speed for the airplane varies from 250 to
300 miles per hour with the msxinmm permissible values within these
ranges depending upon the weight conditions of the airplane. It was
learned from contact with personnel of the airline, however, that
f
operating practices for both routes call for a
speed of 209 miles per hour aud a never-exceed
per hour.
maximum ,1.evel-flight
speed of ’250miles <’
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ANALYSIS AND RESUUIS
.
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The analytical procedures used in the analysis are described in
reference 3. me method of analysis used requires that from each
V-G record the following values be read: the maximum positive and nega-
tive acceleration increments +, the speeds corresponding to the msxi-
mum acceleration occurrences Vo, and the maximm speed recorded Vm=.
Table II gives the frequency distributions by route of these variables
with the statistical parameters of each distribution: namely, the
average values, the standard deviation U, and the coefficient of skew-
ness a. ‘Pearson type III probability curves (reference 5), which in
the past have given reasonable representations of this type of data,
were fitted to the observed distributions by use of the statistical
parameters. The results obtained exe shown in figures 1, 2, and 3 for
the ~=~ Vu, ad V. distributions, respectively.
Recent work reported @ reference 6 has indicated that the distrib-
ution of extreme values msy be expected, under certain conditions, to
yield reliable representations of observed distributions of maximum ‘
acceleration increments from V-G data“and to provide a reliable basis
for extrapolation. Distributions of extreme values were fitted to the
present ~ data in accordance with the method outlined in the
,
reference. The curves obtained on the basis of distribution of extreme
values, however, did not adequately represent the data and consequently
were not used in the analysis.
The Pearson type III probability curves fitted to the distributions
of ~ and Vm=(figs. 1 and 2) were transformed to curves of average
flight miles required to equal or exceed gfven values of acceleration
increment aud airspeed by multiplying l/Ph end l/Pv by an assumed
crui”singspeed of 180 miles per hour and the average flight hours per
record T. Inasmuch as the present analysis is concerned mainly with the
largest values of acceleration increments and airspeeds attained, only
the part of the transformed curves for the larger acceleration or air-
speed values of the distributions is shown in figures 4 and 5. The limita-
tions of using the transformed + and V= probabiLi@ curves as
curves of average flight miles to equal or exceed given values of accel-
eration increment and airspeed have been tiscussed in reference 1. This
reference indicated that estimates of the flight miles to exceed the
larger values of acceleration increments and airspeeds based on the dis-
tribution of the observed maximums are not seriously in error.
In order to obtain a measure of the gust history for the present
operations, the flight miles required to exceed the acceleration incre-
ment due to an effective gust velocity of 37.5K feet per second at Vp
—
-------- -—— -- .— ...- -——_———-— .-.-—-. ___
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were obtained and are shown in figure 4. The most probable speeds for
maximum acceleration increment occurrence Vp shown in fi~e 3 were
calculated from the statistical parameters of the V. distributions
(tdble II).to be 177 =d 179miles per hour for the trsns-Pacific and
Caribbean - South Americau data,”respectively. The use of Vp as a
representative airspeed for each airplane sQows the reduction of accel-
eration increment data to apparent gust data aud permits an evaluation
of the gust history which is independent of the flight speed. The par-
ticular value of 37.~ feet per second used for the effective gust
velocity was chosen so that the resulting acceleration increment would
equal the -t -gust-load-factor increment if the airplane were flown
at 0.8 of the design maximum level-flight speed.
c
PRECISION
The precision of the V-G recorder and the limitations of the method
of snalysis are U scussed in reference 7.- The inherent instrument errors
are assumed not to exceed *0.2g.for acceleration nor 3 percent of the
maximum sirspeed range of the tistrument. (1
Inasmuch as the data for the trans-Pacific route did not extend to
the acceleration increment corresponding to the limit-gust-load-factor
increment, it was necessary to esttiate th= frequency of exceeding this
limiting value by extrapolating the data. On the basis of past experi-
ence, this extrapolation is felt to be justified provided that the esti-
mates thus obtained are used only as an indication of the order of
magnitude. For the Caribbean - South American data, which extended
to the limiting value, the estimated fli@t miles to exceed the acceler-
ation increment correspondingto the limit-gust-load-factorincrement
and never-exceed speed are thought to be reliable withizia range extending
from one-third to three times the values quoted.
The adequacy of accelerometermeasurements at the center of gravity
for measuring @st loads on present-day transport airplanes may be open
to some qpestion inammzch as structural dynamic response may have a
significsnt effect on the accelerationsmeasured at this location. Since
the relative dynamic-response effects on peak accelerometer measurements
at the center of gravity for various airplanes are not known, the full
significance of comparisons made between the present results and past
results may not he realized; however, for comparison between the present
two sets of data, which were obtained on the same type of airplane at
about the same weight conditions, any dynamic response effects would be
expected to be of equal magnitude. Although the absolute values of
acceleration increments for both sets of data may be in error due to
dynamic response, the difference in these values would be expected to be
of the correct magnitude and thus reflect the relative accelerations for
the two routes.
r
v
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Examination of figure 4 indicates that, for this airplane type
operated on the Caribbean - South American route, the acceleration incre-
ment corresponding to the calculated limit-gust-load-factor increment
of 1.5g may be exceeded, on the average, twice in about 5.6 X 106 flight
miles. An extreme extrapolation of the data for the trsns-Pacific route,
(fig. 4) indicates that the chauce of exceedtig this acceleration ticre-
ment for this airplane end route is decidedly remote, being of the order
of magnitude of twice in 2 x 109 flight miles. Figure 4 also indicates
that, for a given flight mileage, the maximum acceleration increment for
the Csribbesn - South American data is roughly 30 percent greater thau
that for the trsns-Pacific data. The large differences indicated in the
frequency of attaining the lsrger acceleration increments for the two
sets of data appear significant and may be considered to indicate sub-
stantial clifferences between the recorded accelerations for the two sets
of operations. This conclusion is further supported when it is recalled
that both data samples covered approximately the ssme period end that
the data for the trans-Pacific operations, which indicated the lower
acceleration, represent over twice as many flight miles as the data for
the Caribbean - South American operations. Inasmuch as the frequency
with which the lsrger acceleration increments sre obtained csn, in
general, be largely attributed to operating weight, operating
practices with respect to airspeed in rougliair, sad gqsts encfitered,
consideration will be given to these factors and to their effects on the
frequency with which the larger acceleration increments were attdned
for the present operations.
The average operating weights for the present (datawere indicated
by the airline to be 59,500 pounds for the trans-Pacific operations end
55,000 pounds for the Caribbean - South American operations or a differ-
ence in average operating weight for the two routes of about 8 percent.
If the gust intensities and airspeed operating practices were the same,
the maximumacceleration increments for a given tier of flight miles
for the Caribbean - South American data would be expected to be about
8 percent @eater than those for the trsns-Pacific data. As noted in -
the foregoing paragraph, however, the maximum acceleration increment for
a given number of flight miles for the Csribbesn - Suuth American data
is roughly 30 percent greater’than that for the trsns-Pacific data. It
is apparent, therefore, that of the 30 percent difference in the recorded .
accelerations for the two routes only about 10 percent is due to diffe~
ences in operating
due to differences
The airspeeds
sented in figure 3
weights and that ‘tieremai&g 20 percent difference is
in airspeeds -in rough air and gust intensities.
in rough air for the present operations me repre-
by the distributions of V.. Ex&ation of the
. .._. —-___ .—. - —..— —-. — -—- -——- —-. -— —- —-— —-—- -—-——-.— - --
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figure shows that the Caribbean - South Am=icsn operations have the . “
greater tendency toward higher airspeeds in rough air. These distri-
butions suggest that of the 30 percent difference noted in the maximum
acceleration increments for the two sets of data perhaps about 10 percent
~ be attributed to the different speed practices in rough air for the
two sets of operations. . . b
Past work (reference 1) has utilized the concept of the flight miles
required to exceed the acceleration increment due to an effective gust
velocity of 37.5K feet per second at the most probable speed of maximum
acceleration increment occurrence Vp as a measure of the gust history.
Exsmtiation of figure 4 indicates that this acceleration-incrementmey
be exceeded, on the.average, in about 90 x 106 flight miles for the
trans-Pacific end 106 flight miles for the Ceribbesn - South American
operation: Although it is evident that the more severe gusts encountered
for the Caribbean - South Americau operations would tend to cause a higher
frequency of exceeding the larger acceleration increments, the magnitude
df this effect csnnot be simply determined since it is interrelated with
airspeed operating practices in rough air. Since, however, it has pre-
viousl.ybeen indicated that differences in operating weight end airspeeds
in rough air account for about two-thirds of-the difference in accelera- d
tion history for the two routes, the remaining 10 percent difference I
would seem to be attributable to differences in the gust history for the
two up~ations. .,
‘The foregoing discussion has indicated that the maximum acceleration
increment for a given number of fight miles for the two sets of present
operations differ by about 30 percent. The l~ger accelerations for
the Caribbean - South Americen operations appear to restit about equally
from the lower average operating weight, higher airspeeds h rough airs
end more severe gusts for this route than for the trans-Pacific route.
Based on en analysis of the first postwar ssmple of acceleration and
airspeed data, which was obtained on L-649 airplsnes operated over the
. Eastern pert of the Uid.tedStates, reference 1 indicated the possibility
of a trend t&ard more severe imposed fli@t loads and increased apparent
gust history for postwar commercial transport airplanes. For comparison,
the flight miles to exceed the acceleration increment corresponding to
the limit-gust-load-factorincrement &m end the acceleration incre-
ment &37.~ due to a.37.5K feet per second gust at Vp for the present
data and the data for the L-649 airplane sre given in the following table.
For general information, the range in the corresponding values for prewar
end wszldme operations is also included in the table.
-----
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Consideration of the maximum airspeeds attained during the present
operations as summarized in figure 5 indicates that the never-exceed
speed used by the airline, 250 miles per hour, m~ be exceeded once in
about 105 flight miles for the Csribbesn - South American operations and
once in about 106 flight miles for the trsns-Pacific operations. The
present results appear to substantiate earlier indications, references 1
and 8, that the selection of a never-exceed speed does not insure that
this value will not be
a transport airplane.
exceeded during normal
COI!JCLUSIONS
commercial operations of
..
AIIS2@.S of nom acceleration ad airspeed data taken on several
airplanes-of a four-engine type during postwar cmmer cial transport
operations on trsns-Pacific snd Caribbesn - South American routes of
the ssme airline has indicated the following:
.. ... ... . ----- .—. . . .. . .— ----- .-. —— .-. — —-— —— .-— —— —— -— —.————
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1. For the
Spokding to the
be exceeded, on
the Caribbean -
present operations the acceleration increment corre- , ,!
calculated lipit-gust-load-factor in ement of 1.5g msy
rthe average, twice in about 5.6 x 10 f~ght miles for
South American data. For the trans-Pacific data the
frequency of exceeding this acceleration increment is decidedly remote,
being on the order of magnitude of twice in 2 x 109 flight miles.
2. The lsrger accelerations for the Csribbean - South American
operations appear to result about equally from the lower operating
weight, more severe gust history, snd higher airspeeds in rough sir.
3.’ The possibility of a trend towsrd more severe imposed flight
loads end increased apperent gust encounters for postwar commerCial
trsnsport airplanes as indicated by previous w~k is not substantiated
by the present results.
4. ‘J%e never-exceed speed used by the airline, 250 miles per hour,
may be exceeded, on the average> once in about 105 flight miles for the
Caribbean - South American operations end once in about 106 flight miles
for the-trans-racific operations.
Langley Aeronautical L*oratory
IJational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Air Ibrce Base, Va., April 20, 1950
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Figure 5.. Amrage flight miles required for the mxtium indicated
airspeed on a recofi to equsl or exceed a given value.
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